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One year after the grand release of MADRIX 5, the first major software update will be previewed at this year's
show, alongside the full range of hardware products for modern lighting control.
Version 5.1 will bring native support for Blackmagic Design, NDI, and Spout to the award-winning pixel mapper.
Operators around the world are already looking forward to these flexible new ways to work with video.
Native Support For Blackmagic Design:
Using capture cards from the professional equipment manufacturer, such as DeckLink and Intensity, is now
even simpler and faster. Capturing live video signals can be a valuable addition to any artistic LED project.
Native Support For NewTek NDI:
Based on the widely available IP technology, NDI makes sending and receiving video or output streams over
standard network easily possible. As such, NDI promises to be an extremely useful addition to any Ethernetbased production environment.
Native Support For Spout:
Sharing videos and output streams among different tools on the same system has never been easier than with
Spout. Bringing stunning new looks and visuals into MADRIX or using the creative power of MADRIX in other
software is now just a few clicks away for any VJ.
The visual lighting design toolbox has never been more versatile or flexible as you can now combine your
favorite solutions for video and pixel control quickly and easily.
Moreover, the brand-new 'preprogrammer' software
license facilitates show and project preparation without
the need for a full output license.
The MADRIX LUNA range of reliable network nodes also
gains support for Streaming ACN, in addition to Art-Net.
Prolight + Sound 2019
We would like to invite you to join us in Hall 12.1 on booth
E54 for hands-on presentations and to learn more about
the MADRIX range of powerful yet simple lighting control
products.
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About MADRIX®
For more information, visit www.madrix.com
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This press release is also digitally available from info@madrix.com upon request. Thank you very much!
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